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Abstract: The amount of data being generated in the nanotechnology research space is significant, and the coordination, sharing, and downstream analysis of the data is complex and consistently deliberated. The complexities of the data are due in large part to the inherently complicated characteristics of nanomaterials. Also, testing protocols and assays used for nanomaterials are diverse and lacking standardization. The Nanomaterial Registry has been developed to address such challenges as the need for standard methods, data formatting, and controlled vocabularies for data sharing. The Registry is an authoritative, web-based tool whose purpose is to simplify the community’s level of effort in assessing nanomaterial data from environmental and biological interaction studies. Because the Registry is meant to be an authoritative resource, all data-driven content is systematically archived and reviewed by subject-matter experts. To support and advance nanomaterial research, a set of minimal information about nanomaterials (MIAN) has been developed and is foundational to the Registry data model. The MIAN has been used to create evaluation and similarity criteria for nanomaterials that are curated into the Registry. The Registry is a publicly available resource that is being built through collaborations with many stakeholder groups in the nanotechnology community, including industry, regulatory, government, and academia. Features of the Registry website (http://www.nanomaterialregistry.org) currently include search, browse, side-by-side comparison of nanomaterials, compliance ratings based on the quality and quantity of data, and the ability to search for similar nanomaterials within the Registry. This paper is a modification and extension of a proceedings paper for the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
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Introduction
The growth of research and knowledge in nanotechnology presents the community with both challenges and opportunities. Not only are nanomaterial stakeholder groups diverse, but the amount of data and metadata being reported can be vast, complex, challenging to interpret, and vary in quality. There are also many gaps in the published data, and a lack of standardized protocols and measurement schemes. As a result, the need for accepted minimal information standards, controlled vocabularies, standard data formats, and appropriate and publicly available tools to access, visualize, and analyze nanomaterial data is well documented in the literature.

Several opportunities to address the aforementioned challenges and to encourage cooperative research within the nanotechnology community have been identified, and a number of efforts as well as resources and tools are under development.
For example, efforts to build consensus around a minimal information standard on nanomaterial characterization have been made, although to date none has been adapted community-wide. Efforts to establish standardized data formatting to support data interoperability are also under way. Other efforts include establishing controlled vocabularies and building ontologies focused on nano/bio-interactions.

The Nanomaterial Registry has been established to provide an authoritative, web-based tool for data analysis. Existing data are curated into the Registry based on the minimal information about nanomaterials (MIAN) criteria, which was developed by the Registry team, and is specific to physicochemical characterization (PCC) and studies on biological and environmental interactions of nanomaterials. The MIAN has been used to establish evaluation and similarity measures for nanomaterial data. Community efforts in the areas listed above – particularly those of controlled vocabularies, data interoperability, and ontology – are being built upon to develop a tool that supports nanomaterial data assessment. This paper is a modification and extension of a proceedings paper for the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).

Content of the Nanomaterial Registry

Nanomaterial Registry data model

Two concepts that were foundational to the design of the Registry data model were the MIAN and the need for flexibility. The Registry data model is based on the MIAN, which was built through collaborations with and guidance from an advisory board made up of representatives from stakeholder groups in the nanotechnology community, including industry, regulatory, government, and academia. The work of minimal information working groups, such as the MINChar Initiative, was also influential to the MIAN’s development. The MIAN identifies the PCC data and metadata that should be reported in order to facilitate interpretation, sharing, and downstream analysis of data that are generated from disparate sources on nanomaterial interactions with biological and environmental systems. The other driving concept in the development of the Registry data model was the need to have a tool that is flexible and expandable, so that new community developments, standards, or future discoveries can be captured, reflected, and used in the Registry. The data model was built in a way that allows for easy addition of data points and relational information as well as the flexibility to expand data classes and categories.

Several aspects make the Registry unique. Most web-based nanomaterial tools contain information that is subject area-specific. In contrast, the Registry’s mission is to collect and share a broad body of nanomaterial knowledge. Therefore, the data model that has been designed and implemented enables the curation of data that is necessarily broad rather than detailed and that spans, for example, environmental fate and transport, occupational health and safety, and biotoxicology. Potential data sources for inclusion in the Registry are vetted through a process that includes the following criteria:

- How well does the scope of their data match the scope of the Registry?
- What type of database is the source? (ie, curated data, papers, or paper abstracts)
- Were the studies peer-reviewed?
- Have the raw data from the study been published and/or could the data be made publicly available?
- How many PCCs in the Registry’s MIAN does the data source provide for each nanomaterial?
- Are there data available from biological and environmental interaction studies?
- Are measurement protocols and techniques usually reported?
- Are the data in the data source separated into individual fields, or are they in paragraphs of free text?
- What were the original sources of the data? (ie, papers or individual investigators).

Once vetted, the data from the source would be curated and made available to the public on the Registry site. Currently, the data being integrated into the Registry comes from publicly available sources. In order to have data included in the Registry, one approach would be to submit your data to one of the data sources currently being used to populate the Registry. The vision for the future of the Registry includes the production and release of a data-entry tool for the public. Data submitted via the data-entry tool could come from individual researchers or manufacturers, and would be curated in the same way as data from large data sources.

In addition to housing multidisciplinary data, the Registry data model incorporates the concept of instance characterization (IOC; discussed below) in order to capture changes in a nanomaterial that are due to changes in its environment, and ultimately in order to aid in the validation of data comparison. This concept is key to the data model and the web-based data display, because a single nanomaterial may have multiple sets of data, each corresponding to a different IOC.
Finally, a controlled vocabulary was established for the Registry MIAN by leveraging external efforts, and descriptors for each term were outlined in regard to how the Registry would use each term (available in the online glossary). Having a controlled vocabulary ensured that all data curated to the Registry would be easily comparable. For example, in order to avoid curating many unique names for shapes based on how the data source describes the nanomaterial, the Registry used dimensionality in the nanoscale to designate shape based upon the definitions of an International Organization for Standardization (ISO) vocabulary standard (1-D, 2-D, 3-D).16,17

**Minimal information about nanomaterials**

The scope of the Registry PCC MIAN, listed in Table 1, includes the characteristics of a nanomaterial that govern its interactions in biological and environmental systems. The Registry’s PCC MIAN captures not only characteristic data but also the protocols and parameters associated with each measurement of those characteristics and general information about the nanomaterial, such as production or synthesis parameters for those characteristics and general information about the nanomaterial. The four primary categories curated for each study are:

- General study details – includes test location, study controls, assay and standard protocol information
- Test subject/media – includes specifics about in vivo, in vitro, or air/soil/water test types
- Exposure summary – includes method of exposure, dosage, frequency, and duration information
- End points – includes toxicity, mechanistic cellular uptake, biotransformation, and fate and transport information

The definition of the Registry MIAN is expected to evolve as research and technology progress, and the body of knowledge about nanomaterials expands. Overtime, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCC</th>
<th>Descriptor used in the Nanomaterial Registry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>Chemical information and crystal structure of the nanomaterial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size*</td>
<td>The physical dimensions of a particle. For spherical particles, it is their diameter. For irregularly shaped particles, it is the diameter of the equivalent sphere that has the same volume as a particle. Also includes physical state of the sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size distribution</td>
<td>A list of values or a mathematical function that defines the relative amounts of particles present, sorted according to size — modality, peak magnitude, minimum, and maximum are included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape*</td>
<td>A geometric description of the extremities of a nanomaterial (eg, 1-D, 2-D, 3-D) along with the rigidity of its spatial arrangement, as represented in its external surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface area*</td>
<td>The quantity of accessible surface of a nanomaterial expressed as a mass-specific surface area or as a volume-specific surface area where the total area quantity has been normalized either to the sample’s mass or to a volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface chemistry</td>
<td>The chemical nature of the outermost layer of a nanomaterial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface charge</td>
<td>The electric charge present at the surface of the nanomaterial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purity*</td>
<td>Amount of the intended substance within a manufactured material – also includes identity and amount of any contaminants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation/ agglomeration state</td>
<td>The extent to which a group of particles, affected by attractive forces, forms groups or clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solubility*</td>
<td>The degree to which a material can be dissolved in another material so that a single homogeneous, temporarily stable phase results. Expressed as the categorization of a material as hydrophilic or lipophilic as well as P value and D value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>The measure of a system is in its lowest energy state or chemical equilibrium with its environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface reactivity</td>
<td>Includes chemical affinities and speeds of reactions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: Those PCCs marked with an asterisk were described based on the International Organization for Standardization’s (ISO) descriptions. Divergence from any standard descriptions occurred based on the scope of data curated into the Registry.*
MIAN may be modified to reflect new knowledge, including new instruments, new or modified protocols, and new best practices.

**Instance of characterization**

Any nanomaterial characterization, whether for PCC or for interaction with biological or environmental systems comes with essential information regarding the nanomaterial’s immediate history, such as its synthesis or its most recent processing history. The metadata surrounding this immediate history have been classified into three categories of IOC to track a nanomaterial’s synthesis or process history and to validate or invalidate comparisons of data when the user is evaluating multiple nanomaterial entries. The three categories of IOC are:

- **As synthesized** – native state of the nanomaterial when synthesized
- **As received** – native state of the nanomaterial when purchased or received
- **As processed** – nonnative state of the nanomaterial modified since synthesized or received.

With each category, particular metadata are curated about the specific circumstances. Table 2 presents the fields of metadata designed in the minimal information standard to fully describe the IOCs and to provide adequate details for precise nanomaterial comparison and analysis.

**Compliance level**

In order to improve the overall quality of information about nanomaterials in diverse studies, the compliance-level feature of the Registry provides a metric on the quality and quantity of characterization for each nanomaterial entry. In the many cases where appropriate standards for nanomaterial characterization do not yet exist, the compliance-level score serves to identify the data gaps in which more research emphasis may be needed. Figure 1 shows the different compliance levels assigned to particular ranges of compliance scores, with gold being 76%–100%, silver being 51%–75%, bronze being 26%–50%, and merit being 0%–25%. Calculation of compliance levels for each individual PCC (CL_PCC) is made in cases where a nanomaterial was characterized (1), and each nanomaterial entry in the Registry is given a compliance level for its overall PCC characterization (CL_OPCC) (2),

\[
CL_{IPCC} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} W_i / (M * n) \tag{1}
\]

\[
CL_{OPCC} = \frac{\sum (CL_{IPCC} * W_{IPCC})}{n} \tag{2}
\]

where \(i\) = measurement number, \(M\) = number of measurements, \(n\) = total number of points possible, and \(W\) = the assigned weighting factor. A CL_PCC is reached, first, through a comparison to the MIAN. When a nanomaterial entry is curated from a data source, all the data are curated to the streamlined vocabulary of the MIAN, and all data fields and types have assigned weighting factors. Each piece of curated data receives the applicable weighting factor and is incorporated into the CL_PCC summation. In general, no part of the data or metadata is weighted more heavily, so reporting more thoroughly in areas of experimental protocol, instrumentation, and best-practice metadata can quickly increase a PCC’s compliance by two levels. The example in Table 3 gives three levels at which a characterization for size may be reported in the literature. While characterization 1 only reported

| Table 2 Minimal information curate for each instance of characterization (IOC) category |
|---------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| **Instance of characterization** | **Minimal information curated** |
| As synthesized | • Manufacturer or laboratory name  
| | • Product name  
| | • Lot number  
| | • General synthesis description  
| | • DOI citation of synthetic procedure |
| As received | • Manufacturer or laboratory name  
| | • Product name  
| | • Lot number |
| As processed | • Processing details (ex aerosolized, suspended, dried, milled, heated, etc) |

**Abbreviation:** DOI, digital object identifier.
Table 3 Three examples of reported data from a size characterization along with the respective calculated compliance scores and levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size characterizations</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curated data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter = 65 nm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean hydrodynamic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diameter = 65 nm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Dynamic Light</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean hydrodynamic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diameter, intensity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighted = 65 nm ± 4 nm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Dynamic Light</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol: ASTM E2490-09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malvern ZetaSizer nano ZS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH of suspension</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 8.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature of</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suspension = 25°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solvent/medium type</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= phosphate buffered saline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance score</td>
<td>25/91 = 27.47%</td>
<td>51/91 = 56.04%</td>
<td>74/91 = 81.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance level</td>
<td>Bronze</td>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The difference for a size characterization between a bronze level and silver level could be in the reporting of the technique used, while to reach a gold level, more details on the instrumentation and protocol would be needed.


the mean diameter of the nanoparticle, characterization 2 reported the technique used to perform the characterization, and thus received a higher compliance level. Characterization 3 reported not just the data on size but also the error for the measurement, the computational method by which the measurement was calculated (intensity-weighted), and the characterization protocol and parameters. This resulted in a gold compliance level for characterization 3.

For the calculation of the CL_{OPC50}, initial weighting factors have been assigned to each PCC in order to stress a hierarchy of importance for PCC characterization. The default Registry MIAN PCC weighting factors place composition, size, and surface chemistry as some of the highest-weighted PCCs. Aggregation/agglomeration state and purity are among the lowest-weighted PCCs. Over time, these weighting factors could be modified as new information becomes available. Also, understanding that each stakeholder group potentially identifies with different hierarchies of PCC, customized stakeholder weighting factors will be incorporated into the Registry in the future. Like the MIAN, updating the calculation of compliance levels based upon new information as it comes available is an inherent feature of the Registry.

Features of the Nanomaterial Registry web-based tool

The data in the Registry are available via browse as well as basic and advanced searches. The basic search allows the user to not only search by keyword but also to find all entries in which certain PCCs have been characterized. The advanced search offers extensive power to find exact data values of PCC characterization. Unique features of the Registry tool center on data analysis and include the compliance levels, side-by-side comparison tool, and nanomaterial-matching tool.

The search and browse results page was designed in tabular format in order to show the user not just what PCCs were characterized for each nanomaterial but also the compliance levels for the PCC characterization. All nanomaterial entries resulting from a search or browse query are listed in the table with their overall compliance level, individual PCC compliance levels, and indications of whether the nanomaterial entry was studied in a biological or environmental system. From any results table, the user then has the ability to compare nanomaterials side by side by selecting up to three entries of interest. Any individual nanomaterial entry can be viewed by clicking on its Registry numeric identifier. Preliminary human-readable descriptions are also available for each nanomaterial entry and are a very brief summary of the nanomaterial’s chemical makeup and shape. As standards for human-readable names are developed, the Registry will be updated to adopt those standards.

Side-by-side comparison of nanomaterial characterizations may be used via any results table. Once the user chooses up to three nanomaterial entries to compare, they then select the individual data sets of IOC in which they are interested. The comparison tool then displays all available PCC characterization data side by side, and the IOCs chosen for comparison may be easily changed.

A simple, rule-based matching system has been established for data in the Registry. The matching tool can be reached from any nanomaterial entry’s individual page via the “Find similar nanomaterials” button. This query produces all nanomaterial entries that are at least 10% similar to the original nanomaterial entry. Percentages of similarity are awarded based on the nanomaterial entries’ IOCs, sizes, shapes, surface chemistries, and isoelectric points. The rules for matching will evolve as the complexity of available data in the Registry evolves.
Conclusion

The data currently available in the Registry were curated from already-existing public databases and resources: caNano-Lab,\(^1^9\) InterNano,\(^20\) and the Nanoparticle Information Library (NIL).\(^21\) In the future, the Registry will include curated data from additional data sources.

A beta version of the Nanomaterial Registry, available at http://www.nanomaterialregistry.org, was released to the public in June 2012. Containing 255 nanomaterial entries, the beta version offered the following tool features for curated PCC data: browse, search, compliance ratings, side-by-side comparison, and matching. The data model and website features for studies on nanomaterial interactions with biological and environmental systems were completed soon thereafter, and curated study data will be available to the public in the near future with a full release of the Registry site. Also, the Registry recognizes the importance of using ontologies and controlled vocabularies and will continue to incorporate standards into the programmatic practices of the Registry as they become available.

The Registry was developed to be a useful tool that will grow organically based on a cyclical relationship with the nanomaterial community (Figure 2). Over time, the Registry will have tremendous potential for significant long-term impacts, including:

- aiding in the development of new models, assays, standards, and manufacturing methods
- accelerating the translation of new nanomaterials for biomedical and environmental applications
- promoting standards in nanomaterial characterization testing, handling, and disposal, and
- supporting science-based regulatory decision-making.

Figure 2 Process by which growth is expected for the Nanomaterial Registry (NR).
Abbreviation: PCC, physicochemical characterization.
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